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An Alternative Presentation of the Schensted Correspondence 
PAUL MOSZKOWSKI 
Given a permutation w -- w 1 w 2 • • • w n, we define a simple algorithm which yields two words 
A(w) = A tA2.. "An and ~o(w)= ~ot~02 - •• ~%, written on the alphabet [1, n] LI {.}; the first row 
of Schensted's P-symbol wR of w is a reordering of the set of integers in ;t(w), while the first 
row of Schensted's Q-symbol w@ of w consists of the i's such that ~0~=.. Iterating the 
construction to the sequence ~o(w), ~02(w) . . . .  gives the successive rows of wR and w@. The 
function ~0 has the following remarkable properties: (a) if w and w' belong to the same Knuth 
class then the same holds for ~o(w) and q~(w'); (b) the function inverse commutes with ~0: 
~o(w -~) = (~o(w)) -~. Classical results of Knuth and SchUtzenberger follow by induction. We also 
give a simple algorithm for the correspondence ~o(w)--* w, which supplies an algorithm for the 
inverse of the Schensted correspondence. 
1. THE ALGORITHM 
We suppose that the reader  is famil iar with the original a lgor i thm of Schensted [4]. 
Let w be a word of  length n, values in [1, n] U {.} and no repet i t ions,  except possibly for 
the letter .; it is equivalent  o suppose that w is an injection from a part  of [1, n] to 
[1, n] (the domain  Dom(w)  of w = w~w2" • • w, is the set of  i 's such that w, = w(i) is in 
[1, n]). We denote  by Im(w)  the image of  w and by In the set of such injections. We 
define the words A(w) and ~(w) by the fol lowing rules: 
(i) if w, = .  or if wn is greater  than any integer appear ing in A(w~w2. • • wn-~), then 
A(w) = /~(WlW2 " " " Wn_l)W n and ~p(w) = ~(wtw2"'"  w, -O. .  
(ii) if w~ is in [1, n] and xn is the least integer in }t(WlW2"'" Wn_l) that is greater  than 
w,,, then A(w)=(A(w~w2...w~_~)\x~)w~ and ~(w)=~(w~w2""wn_~)x~, where 
A(WtW 2 • • • Wn_l)\X n denotes the word obta ined by replacing xn by . in 
,~(w~w2"  " w . -O .  
In what fol lows we will say that 'wn kil ls xn in w'. The functions A and ~o are complete ly  
defined by the initial condit ions A(wO = wl and ~o(w~) =, .  
EXAMPLE. 
n =8;  
w=. .  5 . 3 . 1 2 
D(w) = 13, 5, 7, 8}; l (w) = {1, 2, 3, 5} 
~0(w)=. . . .  5 . 3 . 
A(w) =.  . . . . .  1 2 
PROPOSITION 1. I f  W is a permutation, then the consecutive rows of  Schensted's 
P-symbol wR of  w consist of  the integers in )t(w), A~o(w), A~o2(w) . . . .  and the 
consecutive rows of  Schensted's Q-symbol w@ of w consist of  the differences of  domains 
Dom(w)  - Dom(~o(w)), Dom(q~(w)) - Dom(~b2(w)) . . . . .  
PROOF. If W = WlW2" " " Wn, let us consider  the words ~p(w), ~2(w), ~3(W)  . . . .  written 
on consecutive rows, one on top of other.  It is sufficient to consider the 
construct ion for the word wt w2" • • wn_~ and to reason by induction, observing that the 
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column corresponding to w, keeps track of the consecutive 'bumpings' which result 
from the Schensted insertion of wn in (w~ w2"" • wn_~)R. 
The following example illustrates the construction: 
® 
® 19 
@ )~" 13 
~)  ~ ~ 9 
(~(~) @ 1'3" ,9"6 @ ¢ @@,7 
(~) @ @ ~2( J,~" fa/ ~5" @ ~lt 14 10 @ ,,5 / 3 (~  12f 20 16 @ 
w= ,9/ ~,3" I ~)" 6/ ~f ,3/ JA¢ ~4" ,,~ J,0 " 7 yf 4 2 8 ],6" 12 18 
19 
13 
9 
wR= 6 
5 11 15 17 
3 10 14 16 20 
1 2 4 7 8 12 18 
15 
14 
12 
w@ = 10 
7 8 11 19 
3 5 6 17 18 
1 2 4 9 13 16 20 I-q 
A somewhat similar idea appears in [1, p. 68, problem 3]. The point of view adopted 
in the present paper allows us to derive some properties of the Schensted correspon- 
dence in a remarkably simple way, as is seen in the following section. 
2. CONSEQUENCES 
We now describe the inverse of the function ~: if w ° is the increasing word with 
domain [1, n] - Dom(~o(w)) and image [1, n] - ~(w), let us write ~o(w) above w °. 
EXAMPLE. 
~(w) . . 9 . 13 19 6 15 . 11 14 10 . 5 3 . 17 20 16 . 
w ° 1 2 . 4 . . . .  7 . . . 8 . . 12 . . . 18 
Now suppose that the domain of tp(w) consists of the integers a l  < a2 <- ' "  < ctp, 
and suppose that ~(w) sends t~i (1 ~ i ~<p) to a~. If bp is the greatest integer in w ° which 
is smaller than ap and lies on the left of the letter ap in ~(w), we replace bp by ap 
in w ° and place bp in the cell below ap. The word thus obtained is called w 1. Replacing 
~(w) by its restriction to {al . . . . .  ap_~} and w ° by w 1, we define in the same way w 2, 
then w3, . . .  
PROPOSITION 2. W e= W. 
PROOF. We leave the proof (by induction on p) to the reader. 
CONSEQUENCE. Given wR and w@, we can find w by considering rows of cells 
RI ,  R2 , . . .  and by writing the elements of the ith row of wR in the cells of Ri which 
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correspond to the elements of the ith row of w@, then by applying the algorithm 
described above, starting from the top, until the bottom row is failed. 
EXAMPLE. 
4 
67 w@---3 7 8 
238  1 256  
5 
wR = 4 
1 
5 
4 67 54 67 54 6 
12 38 ---> 12 38 ---> 12 783---> 
54 5 
16 7823 --~ 46 17823 ---> 56417823. 
THEOREM 1 [5]. l f  w is a permutation, then we have w- l@ = wR. 
PROOF. We prove this for w in In. By induction on the number of rows in wR, it is 
sufficient o prove that we have 
~O(W -I) = (~O(W)) -l, 
since this implies that we have 
Dom(w -x) - Dom(~p(w-1)) = Ira(w) - Im(tp(w)), 
so the first row of w- l@ consists of the integer in a(w). In order to prove this equation 
it is sufficient o prove that for i <j ,  if w(]) kills w(i) in w, then i kills] in w -~. Let q be 
the largest element in w (with w( i )= q) and let w' be the restriction of w to 
Dom(w)  - {i}. 
If w(j)  = k kills w(i')  = q' with i' ~ i  in w, then k kills q' in w', so we can conclude by 
induction. 
If w( j )  = k kills w(i)  = q in w, then w(i + 1), w(i  + 2) , . . . ,  w( j  - 1) are 'killers' in w 
and w', so by induction i + 1, i + 2 . . . . .  j - 1 are 'killed' in w'-~; on the other hand, k 
may not be a killer in w', so by induction j is not killed in w '-~. It follows that i kills j 
in w -1, which achieves the proof. [] 
We shall use the following notation: if w = wl We" • • wn With w I = d and wg = e, then 
the word obtained by exchanging wI and wg in w is denoted by [d, e]w = w[f, g]. 
TltEOREM 2. (i) I f  the permutation w contains the factors bac or acb with a < b < c, 
then 
([a, c]w)R = wR 
(and [a, c] is called a Knuth transposition). 
(ii) Let = denote the equivalence relation defined by these transpositions. We have: 
w ~-w'C~wR = w'R. 
(iii) I f  the permutation w contains the factor bac with w(i) = b or acb with w(a) = i 
(and a < b < c ), then 
([a, c]w)@ = [i, i + 1](w@) or ([a, c]w)@ = [i + 1, i + 2](w@). 
(i) and (ii) are due to Knuth [2]; (iii) does not seem to exist in the literature, 
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although it is well known to specialists. Note that the transposition [i, i + 1] acts on the 
tableau w@ if and only if i and i + 1 are not adjacent in w@. 
PROOF. Let A(w) be the first row of wR (this notation is justified by the fact that it 
may be obtained by reordering the integers of h(w) in increasing order) and let q~(w) #
be the word obtained by deleting the letter ° in q~(w) and concatenating the remaining 
letters. (ii) is a consequence of (i) and the equation 
w = ~(w)"~(w) .  
The original paper [2, theorem 6] essentially contains a proof of this equation (by 
induction on n). 
In what follows we prove (i) and (iii) together. We suppose that w is in In and reason 
by induction on the number of rows in wR. By abuse of language, factors of w n will be 
called factors of w. 
Suppose first that w contains the factor bca with w(i) = b, w( j )  = c, w(k  ) = a; a may 
not kill c in w, but is certainly a killer in w; a (respectively c) kills a' (r~spectively c') in 
w if and only if a (respectively c) kills a' (respectively c') in [a, c]w, so we have 
~([a, c]w) = ~(w[j, k]) = (~(w))[j, k], 
and the first rows of wR and ([a, c]w)R are identical. 
If c is a killer in w, then b is a killer in w, say b kills b', with b' < c' and a' ~< b < b'. 
We can conclude by induction since ¢(w) contains the factor b'c'a' ,  and i, j and k are 
not in the first row of w@ and ([a, c]w)@. 
If not, then ¢(w) ~ = ~o([a, c]w)n; ¢([a, c]w) is obtained by replacing k by j in the 
domain of ~o(w). We can conclude by induction. 
Remark that the above argument proves that if a permutation w contains the factor 
bca with w(i) = b, w(i + 1) = c and w(i + 2) = a, then ([a, c]w)@ = [i + 1, i + 2](w@). 
We now suppose that w contains the factor cab with w(i) = c, w(]) = a and w(k)  = b; 
a is necessarely a 'killer in w. 
If a kills a' < c in w, then b is a killer in w, say, b kills b '; we have b' ~< c and a' < b'; 
a (respectively b, c) kills a' (respectively b', c') in w if and only if a (respectively b, c) 
kills a' (respectively b', c') in [a, c]w, so we have 
~o([a, c]w) = ~(w[i, j]) = (~o(w))[i, j]. 
If c is a killer in w, then a' < b' ~< c < c', and i, j and k are not in the first row of w@ 
and ([a, c]w)@. 
If not, ~o(w) n = ~(a, c)w) # and ~([a, c]w) is obtained by replacing j by i in the domain 
of ~o(w). 
In both cases induction applies. 
If a kills c in w, then b kills c in [a, c]w, since every integer in A(wlw2. - • wi-1) is 
either smaller than a or greater than c; c (respectively b) kills c' (respectively b') in w 
if and only if a (respectively c) kills c' (respectively b') in [a, c]w, so we have 
~([a, c]w) = ~(w[i, j]) = (~o(w))[j, k]. 
If b is a killer in w, then c is a killer in w with c < c' < b', and i, j and k are not in the 
first row of w@ and ([a, c]w)@. 
If not, then ~o(w) #= ~([a, c]w) # and ~([a, c]w) is obtained by replacing ] by k in the 
domain of ~(w). 
In both cases induction applies easily, which achieves the proof. [] 
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Note that similar algorithms exist for words with repetitions and for the nilplactic 
mono'id [3]. In the latter case the analogue of the Schensted correspondence is a 
bijection from the set of reduced ecompositons wl • • • wp of elements in S, (identifyin. g 
the letter i with the Coxeter transposition (i, i + 1)) to the set of ordered pairs of 
tableaux ((wl • • • wp)R,  (w~ • • • wp)@ of same shape and containing p cells such that 
(w l ' "wp)R  is written with the alphabet [1, n -  1] and has a reduced reading, and 
(Wl • • • wp)@ contains the letters 1, 2 . . . . .  p. Rule (ii) should only be modified in the 
following way: 
In the case of words with repetitions, xn is the leftmost letter having the same property 
as in Rule (ii). 
In the case of the nilplactic monofd, Rule (ii) is unchanged if w, does not appear in 
A(w~w2 • • • w._~); if w~ appears in A(w~w2 • • • w._~), then A(w) = A(wlw2" • • w~_l), and 
qffw) = q~(w, w2 " " " w ,_ , ) (w ,  + 1). 
EXAMPLE. 
® 
1 
w=l  2 4 1 3 4 2 1 3 2 
® 
® 4 ® 
(~) (~) ,~" 3 (~) 4 
(~) (~) 2 ,¢" (~) 3 ,2" 4 ,3" 
2 ,4" /1 / 3 4 ,2" ,1 / ,3" ,2 ¢ 
4 8 
34  710 
234 45  9 
wR=l  2 3 4 w@=l  2 3 6 
In the above example, the reading 4 3 4 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 is a reduced decomposition 
of the permutation 5 4 3 2 1. In the particular case in which p =n(n-  1)/2, the 
bijection yields a correspondence between the set of reduced decompositions of the 
maximum element n, n -1  . . . . .  2, 1 of Sn to the set of tableaux of shape 
n- l ,n -2  . . . . .  2,1. 
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